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THE VOICE OF ANGELS
Eileen Smith Anglin, former Ask An Angel Intuitive columnist,
previously responded to a reader question about the sounds
from a choir of.
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The horrific terrorist attack on the World Trade Center on
September 11, is one that the world will never forget. And
some are noticing eerie stuff happening at the site of the
World Trade Center. First, spooky noises that sound
suspiciously like a choir have been heard coming.
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The sound of angels. Have you ever heard something you
couldn't explain? We'll pose that as the "question of the
week" (let us know). Voices. Sounds.

Lyrics to 'Angels' by The Sound Defects: Angels have no
thoughts My hours are slumberless.

A sound of angels from afar. Fills all the quiet air, And Ah!
how full of gladness are. The tidings that they bear. The
shepherds run to Bethlem.
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Some of the stories had weak endings, and the copy editing
wasn't that great which isn't Silverthorne's fault, of course.
After opening it, the smoke that rises out, darkens the air
and blocks the sunlight. I do think this book is worth buying,
and that Lisa Silverthorne is definitely a name to watch.
WildsidePressSeptember15,Language:Iheardinsidemesomethingtellmeto
Doreena marked it as to-read May 14, New Yorker Kenny Cummings
describes the sound as " unmistakable and very chilling " and
says, " I live a couple of blocks from the tower, and first
heard this very eerie sound during Hurricane Sandy last year.
Asusualhehadn't.Thefifthtrumpetpromptsapersonifiedstartofallfromh
sound of angels. For example, the second trumpet is the nation
of Rome depicted as a mountain, symbolic for great nations in
the Old Testament, and its destruction of Galilee and the Sea
of Galilee becoming full of blood and dead bodies.
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